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For any questions:

Website: www.tonydonofrio.com
Email: tonycdonofrio1@gmail.com
Mobile: +1 561 866-9462

Short Version
Tony D’Onofrio is CEO of TD Insights, a consultancy focused on working with private equity
companies, board of directors, public speaking, industry groups, and advanced technologies
companies. Tony is a recognized global top 100 retail industry influencer. His futurist views of
technologies and retail have been shared in the Americas, Asia, Australia, and Europe.

Full Version
Tony D’Onofrio is CEO of TD Insights, a consultancy focused on working with private equity
companies, board of directors, public speaking, industry groups, and advanced technologies
companies. His futurist views of technologies and retail have been shared in the Americas, Asia,
Australia, and Europe.
He serves on the Board of Directors for 3SI Systems, Board of Advisors Deep Science AI, Board of
Advisors Smart Store Expo Dubai, and is a Mentor for the Alchemist Accelerator in Silicon Valley,
California.
Tony is a global social media influencer with 160,000+ followers on Linked-In. He’s listed as a
Top 100 Global Retail Influencer 2019 by Vend, Top 25 Must Read Retail IT Blogs by BizTech, Top
25 Retail Industry Website by Vend, and Top 40 European Blogs by Market Inspector. Tony’s
multiple industry accolades includes the Retail Excellence Award from the Asia Retail Congress.
He publishes regularly on multiple platforms in North America and Europe on retail, technology,
and leadership industry leading trends. As a public motivational speaker on many global stages,
he has foreshadowed “The Disruptive Future of Retail” through digital transformation
technologies.
In 2018, Tony retired from Tyco Retail Solutions (now Sensormatic), part of Johnson Controls. At
Sensormatic he managed the growth strategies for retail global accounts, global marketing,
global source tagging, and transitioning key components of the core loss prevention business
into “as a service” model.
Tony is a graduate of Case Western Reserve University (BA) and Cleveland State University
(MBA). His 30+ continuous learning career in Information Technologies and Loss Prevention
retail segments continues through research, writing, and consulting. This is the age to disrupt or
be disrupted.

